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Glossary

3GPP

3rd Generation Partnership Project

CFI

European Court of First Instance

CPICH

Common pilot Channel

GMSC

Gateway MSC

GWCN

Gateway core network

HLR

Home location register

HSPA

High-speed Packet Access

HSS

Home subscriber service

LTE

Long Term Evolution

MHz

Megahertz

MME

Mobility management entity

MOCN

Multi-operator core network

MORAN

Multi-operator RAN

MSC

Mobile switching centre

NOC

Network operations centre

NRA

National regulatory authority

PA

Power amplifier

PDN GW

Packet data network gateway

RAN

Radio access network

RNC

Radio network controller

RSPG

Radio Spectrum Policy Group

RSPP

Radio spectrum policy programme

SGSN

Serving GPRS support node

SGW

Serving gateway

SIM

Subscriber identity module

SMP

Significant market power

TRX

Transceiver

UMTS

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

VLR

Visitor location register
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1

Introduction

Mobile infrastructure and in particular radio access network (RAN) sharing is becoming an
important topic that mobile network operators are evaluating and considering in their
expansion plans and investments decisions.
In this context, in order to ensure full transparency for all market players, the BIPT decided
to issue this document to clarify the main concepts associated with mobile infrastructure
sharing, to outline its pros and cons, and to provide guidelines and expectations about
operator behaviour in the Belgian market.
These guidelines have been prepared by taking into account:
•
•
•

European best practice and feedback from previous experiences related to mobile
infrastructure sharing
the legal situation in Europe and Belgium in relation to mobile infrastructure sharing
general objectives of the regulatory framework

The remainder of this document is laid out as follows:
•
•
•
•

Section 2 describes different types of architecture for mobile infrastructure sharing
Section 3 presents the European and Belgian legal situation in relation to mobile
infrastructure sharing
Section 4 summarises the main operational impact and the pros and cons of mobile
infrastructure sharing
Section 5 presents BIPT’s guidelines on mobile infrastructure sharing.
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2

Mobile infrastructure sharing architecture

In this section, we describe the different types of architecture used for mobile infrastructure
sharing. Mobile infrastructure sharing can take many forms, but the main architectures can
be grouped into the following three categories according to the depth of the sharing
agreement:
1. passive network sharing – operators agree to share passive parts of a mobile network
2. active network sharing – this extends passive network sharing to include some active
access equipment and, potentially, spectrum sharing
3. deeper sharing or integration – operators share parts of the core network in addition to
the RAN, which is also referred to as gateway core network configuration (GWCN).
The main types of infrastructure sharing are presented in Figure 2.1 below.
Site locations (for which rental is due)
1. Passive
network sharing

Masts
Cabinets or buildings
Power, lighting and air conditioning
Antennas
Base station equipment (2G or 3G)

2. Active
network sharing

Transmission

(RAN sharing)

Base station operations and maintenance

Increasing
depth of
sharing

Radio design and planning
Radio spectrum
Core network
IMS
3. Deeper
sharing or
integration

Content platforms
Billing
Customer services

Figure 2.1:

Types of infrastructure sharing by network elements to be shared [Source: Analysys
Mason]

These three categories are further discussed in the following sub-sections, mainly in the
context of 3G, for which we have historical data, but also in the context of emerging 4G
technologies.
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2.1 Passive network sharing
Passive network sharing refers to the sharing of the passive parts of a mobile network,
including:
•
•
•

physical space, such as the cell-site compound, masts, towers or rooftops, cabinets or
shelters
passive technical facilities, such as air conditioning, power supply, battery back-up, and
alarm installation
other cell-site services, such as security.

Passive network sharing is the most common form of wireless network infrastructure cooperation and is supported and incentivised in most countries from a regulatory standpoint.
Agreements vary widely in scope, from simple site sharing (that is, sharing just the
compound) to a more-comprehensive sharing of site facilities (see Figure 2.2 below). Tower
companies have emerged in some countries as neutral third parties that specialise in
providing a range of facilities and site sharing services to multiple operators.

VLR/HLR

MSC/
SGSN

Operator 1 core network

VLR/HLR

MSC/
SGSN

Operator 2 core network

Figure 2.2:

RNC

Node B

Operator 1 RAN

RNC

Node B

Operator 2 RAN

Shared site
and mast

Passive network sharing configuration [Source: Analysys Mason]

Several operators are using passive network sharing such as Vodafone and Telefonica/O2 in
the UK, Spain, Germany and Ireland; Vodafone and TIM in Italy.

2.2 Active network sharing
Active network sharing can be split into three main types:
•
•
•

basic RAN sharing, including antennas, feeder cable and transmission links
multi-operator RAN (MORAN), in which the radio network controller (RNC) and parts of
the Node B are logically partitioned between the sharing parties
multi-operator core network (MOCN), where the operators share the RNC and Node B
and pool their frequencies.
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2.2.1 Basic RAN sharing
Passive network sharing can be extended to include some active equipment, such as
antennas, feeder cables and transmission links (see Figure 2.3 below). These more
comprehensive forms of sharing increase cost savings. Antenna sharing is technically
feasible, but may be challenging if operators use different frequencies or have different
network optimisation strategies. Using advanced antenna solutions may partially mitigate
these issues. Feeder sharing is feasible, but results in power loss and hence reduces
coverage. Operators may be able to share transmission (backhaul) between the Node B and
RNC, based on T1/E1 leased lines, fibre, Ethernet, microwave or satellite. However, the
following characteristics of backhaul sharing should be considered, as it:
•
•
•

requires a combiner and diplexer at each end of each transmission link
reduces opex for leased lines and for microwave spectrum fees
is not always permitted by regulators as sharing is sometimes limited to specific areas
(for example, in rural areas).

VLR/HLR

MSC/
SGSN

Operator 1 core network

VLR/HLR

MSC/
SGSN

Operator 2 core network

(c)
RNC

Node B

Operator 1 RAN
(a)
RNC

(b)

Node B

Operator 2 RAN

Shared site
and mast

Key
(a) = shared transmission links
(b) = shared feeders
(c) = shared antenna
Figure 2.3:

Basic RAN sharing configuration [Source: Analysys Mason]

Several worldwide operators are using basic RAN sharing.
2.2.2 Multi-operator RAN
Nokia Siemens Network launched the first MORAN solution in May 2001, but other vendors
(including Ericsson and Huawei) now support this type of configuration. In this architecture,
the RNC and parts of the Node B are logically partitioned between the sharing parties (see
Figure 2.4 below). There are common site-level parameters, such as the antenna downtilt
which is used to lower interference problems, but the operators can independently control
cell-level parameters, such as the Common Pilot Channel (CPICH) which is used in the
Scrambling Coding Identification phase to complete the synchronization of the W-CDMA
mobile phone to the Node B. These independent cell-level parameters minimises the effect of
sharing on service and coverage differentiation. In the Node B, the radio and power
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amplifiers remain physically independent, to allow the operators to use their assigned
frequencies. MORAN is device-independent, and does not require any device support to
display the correct operator logo on screen. Operators also can have dedicated RANs outside
the shared RAN area.

VLR/HLR

MSC/
SGSN

Operator 1 core network
RNC

Node B

Shared RAN
VLR/HLR

MSC/
SGSN

Dedicated frequencies

Shared site
and mast

Operator 2 core network

Transmission
switch

Channel
elements

TRX
Operator 1

PA
Operator 1

TRX
Operator 2

PA
Operator 2

Air conditioning, power supply, alarm, cabinet and so on
Node B
Figure 2.4:

MORAN sharing configuration [Source: Analysys Mason]

The MORAN architecture is for example used in Australia and in the UK.
2.2.3 Multi-operator core network
MOCN is an active RAN-sharing solution specified in 3GPP Release 6. In this solution,
operators share both the RNC and Node B and pool their frequencies (see Figure 2.5 below).
Common site and cell-level parameters limit the scope for service differentiation. MOCN may
be suitable where there is insufficient spectrum for operators to deploy independent
carriers. Spectrum sharing is not permitted under many regulatory regimes, due to concern
that it would limit operators’ independence and would raise issues regarding the entity
being awarded the spectrum not being the entity using it in practice. MOCN is devicedependent, requiring 3GPP Release 6 devices to display individual operator logos. Again,
operators can have dedicated RANs outside the shared RAN area.
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VLR/HLR

MSC/
SGSN

Operator 1 core network
RNC

Node B

Shared RAN
VLR/HLR

MSC/
SGSN

Shared frequencies

Shared site
and mast

Operator 2 core network
Figure 2.5:

MOCN sharing configuration [Source: Analysys Mason]

Canadian operators Bell and TELUS are using MOCN for HSPA network sharing, while 3GIS in
Sweden is migrating from a GWCN arrangement to MOCN.
2.2.4 MORAN and MOCN in the context of an LTE network
MORAN and MOCN configurations can also be applied to Long Term Evolution (LTE)
technology. LTE introduces an all-IP architecture and a reduced number of network nodes. It
is standardised in 3GPP Releases 8 and 9. The RAN consists of a single node, the eNode B. It
differs from the UMTS RAN in that there is no RNC, as the functions of the RNC have largely
been incorporated into the eNode B. The eNode B connects to the core network via the S1
interface. In the context of network sharing, this enables each eNode B to be connected to
multiple core networks. The core network comprises the following three elements (see
Figure 2.6 below).
•

The mobility management entity (MME): this is the main control node for the LTE RAN
and manages mobility between the LTE and 2G/3G RANs. It is also responsible for user
authentication, via interaction with the home subscriber server (HSS).

•

The serving gateway (SGW): this routes and forwards data packets between the Internet
and the user and is the anchor point for mobility between LTE and 2G/3G technologies.

•

The packet data network gateway (PDN GW): this provides connectivity to external
packet data networks, such as the Internet. It serves as a common anchor point for all
access technologies.

SGSN

2G/3G RANs
HSS
Internet

Figure 2.6:

PDN GW

MME

S1u
CN

SGW

S1-MME

eNode B
RAN

Simplified LTE network architecture [Source: Analysys Mason]
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Operators can employ similar configurations to those used for 3G to share LTE networks.
They can share the eNode B because the S1 interface allows it to connect to multiple core
networks. Operators may either pool their spectrum (as in the 3G MOCN configuration) or
use their assigned frequencies (as in the 3G MORAN configuration – see Figure 2.7 below).
Both these arrangements are supported in the LTE standards (3GPP Release 8).
HSS

MME
GW

Operator 1 core network

S1
eNode B
Shared RAN

HSS

MME

Shared or
dedicated frequencies

Shared site
and mast

GW
Operator 2 core network
Figure 2.7:

MOCN and MORAN sharing configurations for an LTE network [Source: Analysys Mason]

2.3 Deeper sharing or integration
In the GWCN configuration for network sharing, operators share parts of the core network in
addition to the RAN (see Figure 2.8 below). In this configuration, the RAN (RNCs and Node
Bs) is a common resource and uses standard equipment. There is no physical or logical
separation of the sharing operators’ networks and, therefore, little differentiation is possible
in terms of coverage and service offering. Operators either pool spectrum, or use the
spectrum of one of the sharing parties. There is a shared gateway core, comprising the GMSC,
SGSN and VLR, which connects to the sharing operators’ individual core networks. Network
sharing is implemented using the roaming features in the core network. A SIM-based
solution enables devices to identify and display the name and logo of the serving operator.

HLR

MSC/
SGSN

Operator 1 core network

HLR

MSC/
SGSN

GMSC/
SGSN/VLR

RNC

Shared RAN with gateway core

Operator 2 core network

Figure 2.8:

Node B

GWCN sharing configuration [Source: Analysys Mason]

Shared site,
mast and
antenna
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A GWCN configuration is also possible for an LTE network (see Figure 2.9 below). In this
case, the operators share the MME in addition to the eNode B. The user device informs the
eNode B of the selected core network operator, and the eNode B relays this information to
the MME, to ensure the correct operator name is displayed. This arrangement is supported in
the LTE standards (3GPP Release 8).

HSS

GW

Operator 1 core network
MME
HSS

GW

Operator 2 core network

Figure 2.9:

eNode B

Shared RAN with gateway core
Shared frequencies

Shared site
and mast

GWCN sharing configuration for an LTE network [Source: Analysys Mason]

3GIS in Sweden is the only operator that uses GWCN, but it announced in 2009 that it is
migrating to MOCN.
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3

Legal situation

This section considers mobile infrastructure sharing in light of European law and Belgium
law provisions.

3.1 EU law
RAN sharing is permitted under EU law but limited due to application of competition law
principles.
3.1.1 Infrastructure sharing is encouraged under the EU regulatory framework
Infrastructure sharing is permitted and even encouraged under the EU electronic
communications regulatory framework. The new article 8.5 (d)1 of the Framework Directive
provides that national regulatory authorities (NRAs) shall promote “efficient investment and
innovation in new and enhanced infrastructures, including by ensuring that any access
obligation takes appropriate account of the risk-incurred by the investing undertakings and by
permitting various cooperative arrangements between investors and parties seeking access to
diversify the risk of investment, whilst ensuring that competition in the market and the
principle of non-discrimination are preserved”.
The new Directive 2009/140/EC highlights in particular that “improving facility sharing can
significantly improve competition and lower the overall financial and environmental cost of
deploying electronic communications infrastructure for undertakings, particularly of new
access networks”.2
Obligations to share network elements and associated facilities may also be imposed under
symmetric or asymmetric ex ante regulation.
Amended Article 12 of the Framework Directive empowers NRAs, “taking full account of the
principle of proportionality,” to require networks to share network elements and associated
facilities “including buildings, entries to buildings, building wiring, masts, antennae, towers and
other supporting constructions, ducts conduits, manholes [and] cabinets”. Member States must
hold public consultations before imposing such requirements, and must justify them “in
order to protect the environment, public health, public security or to meet town and country
planning objectives”.
Amended Article 12 of the Access Directive provides that an NRA may impose obligations on
operators that hold significant market power (SMP) to meet reasonable demands for access
and, use of, specific network elements and associated facilities, including access to network
1
2

This article was introduced by Directive 2009/140/EC.
Recital (43) of Directive 2009/140/EC
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elements which are not active. SMP operators may, under this article sub-section (1)(f), be
required “to provide co-location or other forms of associated facilities sharing”.
3.1.2 RAN sharing agreements must comply with infrastructure based-competition and

frequency regulation
Voluntary network elements sharing agreements are permitted under EU law provided that
such agreements do not include sharing of frequencies or core elements of the network
which would deprive network operators of their competitive autonomy.
Network elements sharing agreements must comply with the main principles of the existing
EU electronic communications framework and in particular with the principle of promoting
infrastructure based-competition set forth in Article 8.5 (c) of the Framework Directive. The
depth of co-operation between the parties to the sharing agreement thus normally must
maintain a minimum degree of independence required to allow independent control of
networks and services by the respective parties. Therefore, sharing agreements should not
include core elements of the network which would prevent network operators from
exercising a minimum degree of control over the exploitation of their network, in a way that
would distort competition.
Any such sharing arrangements also must respect provisions of the EU framework that
prevent spectrum hoarding (Framework Directive Article 9.7) and ensure that transfers or
leases of spectrum do not distort competition (Authorisation Directive Article 5.6).
3.1.3 RAN sharing effects on competition must be assessed on a case by case basis
Agreements which restrict competition are prohibited by European competition law and
under Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (ex article 81 TEC)
in particular, subject to some limited exceptions. This provision covers a wide variety of
behaviors which could include network sharing agreements if undertaken in an anticompetitive manner:
Article 101
"1. The following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the internal market: all
agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and
concerted practices which may affect trade between Member States and which have as
their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the
internal market, and in particular those which: [...] (b) limit or control production,
markets, technical development, or investment;"
The application of this rule has been considered in detail in decisions concerning
infrastructure sharing and national roaming agreements for the 3G networks on the UK and
German markets.
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In its decision of 30 April 2003 in the case O2 UK Limited/T-Mobile UK3, the Commission
held that the site sharing arrangements provided in the agreement between O2 UK and TMobile UK did not restrict competition. The Commission considered that the co-operation
would extend only to basic network elements and that T-Mobile and O2 would each “retain
independent control of the key components of their access networks as well as their core
networks, including all intelligent parts of the network and the service platforms that
determine the nature and range of service provided”.4
The Commission warned that RAN sharing could restrict competition since “the Parties would
have a significant level of costs in common which could facilitate the coordination of market prices
and output”.5 However, the UK agreement did not provide for extensive RAN sharing and
therefore the level of common costs arising from sharing network components was likely to be
low. Consequently, the risk for the UK agreement to restrict competition was correspondingly
low.6
The Commission expressed some concern over provisions of the agreement relating to
sharing sites, mainly relating to exclusivity arrangements and rights of first refusal. It noted,
nevertheless, that there did not appear to be a shortage of sites available. Moreover, it noted
that “[s]ite sharing is increasingly prominent amongst mobile operators and around 26 % of
all external sites are shared sites.”7 It thus found that these provisions did not harm
competition, after the Parties slightly amended their provisions on license fees for third
party leasing of sites.8
Another aspect of the case involved reciprocal roaming arrangements. The Commission was
concerned that these arrangements restricted competition at the wholesale level with
potential harmful effects in downstream retail markets. The Commission stated:
National roaming between network operators who are licensed to roll out and operate
their own competing mobile networks by definition restricts competition between those
operators in all related network markets on key parameters such as coverage, quality
and transmission rates. It restricts competition on coverage because instead of rolling
out its own network to obtain the maximum degree of coverage of territory and
population, a roaming operator will rely on the degree of coverage achieved by the
network of the visited operator. National roaming also restricts competition on
network quality and on transmission rates, because the roaming operator will be
restricted by the network quality and the transmission rates available to it on the

3

4
5
6
7
8

European Commission, Decision of 30 April 2003 relating to a proceeding under Article 81 of the EC Treaty and
Article 53 of the EEA Agreement (Case COMP/38.370: O2 UK Limited/T-Mobile UK Limited) (2003/507/CE), OJ
L200, 7 August 2003, page 59
Id., paragraph 87
Id., paragraph 88.
Id.
Id., paragraph 98.
Id., paragraph 106.
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visited network, which are a function of the technical and commercial choices made by
the operator of the visited network.9
This analysis could apply to other forms of infrastructure. After an extended assessment of
the conditions of the sharing and its market impact, the Commission held that it could be
permitted for a set period of time in order to provide better coverage, quality and
transmission rates for 3G wholesale and retail services more quickly.10
This decision should be read in conjunction with the Commission's 16 July 2003 decision as
regards the agreement between O2 Germany and T-Mobile concerning site sharing and
national roaming in Germany.11 This decision is consistent with the decision concerning the
UK agreement, in that the Commission held that the site sharing arrangements did not
unduly restrict competition. Again, it considered that the co-operation would extend only to
basic network elements and would maintain the “minimum degree of independence required
to allow independent control of networks and services by the respective Parties”.12 The key
finding seemed to be that T-Mobile and O2 would each:
“retain independent control of their core networks including all intelligent parts of the
network and the service platforms that determine the nature and range of service
provided. The Parties also retain independent control over their radio planning and the
freedom to add sites, including non-shared sites, in order to increase their network
coverage and capacity, which appear to be the main competitive parameters at
network level, and which are likely to have an important impact on the level of services
competition”.13
The agreement included the possibility of RAN sharing arrangements, but such sharing was
not presently foreseen, according to the Commission. Moreover, this possibility was not
covered in sufficient detail by the Parties in the notification. Thus, the Commission did not
analyse or cover this possibility in its decision.14 Just as in the previous UK decision, the
Commission found that the national roaming arrangements could restrict competition.
However, the Commission granted a provisional exemption in order to facilitate rapid rollout of 3G networks and to make 3G services more widely available.15
O2 Germany appealed the Commission's decision concerning the German national roaming
arrangements to the European Court of First Instance (CFI). O2 Germany argued that the
9
10

11

12
13
14
15

Id., paragraph 116.
See Conclusion, id., paragraph 149. The Commission held that the agreement “leaves scope for effective
competition between the Parties.” Id., paragraph 145.
European Commission, Decision of 16 July 2003 relating to a proceeding under Article 81 of the EC Treaty and
Article 53 of the EEA Agreement (Case COMP/38.369: T-Mobile Deutshland/o2 Germany: Network sharing)
(2004/207/CE)Case COMP/38.369, OJ L75, 12 March 2004, page 32.
Id., paragraph 102.
Id.
Id., paragraph 104.
Id., paragraph 133. The Commission considered this national roaming to be indispensable to the benefits of the
overall agreement.
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Commission concluded that the national roaming arrangements were inherently restrictive
of competition without engaging in the economic analysis required by the ex article 81 and
by in particular failing to consider what the conditions of competition would be in the
absence of an agreement.
In its 2 May 2006 decision, the CFI agreed with O2 Germany and concluded that the
Commission's decision
“suffers from insufficient analysis, first in that it contains no objective discussion of
what the competition situation would have been in the absence of the agreement, which
distorts the assessment of the actual and potential effects of the agreement on
competition and, second, in that it does not demonstrate, in concrete terms, in the
context of the relevant emerging market, that the provision of the agreement on
roaming have restrictive effects on competition, but is confined, in this respect, to a
petitio principii and to broad and general statements”.16
To conclude, a competitive assessment of mobile infrastructure sharing agreements must be
performed in concreto and on a case by case basis. In addition, as highlighted by the
Commission, network elements sharing agreements must maintain a “minimum degree of
independence required to allow independent control of networks and services by the respective
parties”. Network operators must “retain independent control of their core networks including
all intelligent parts of the network and the service platforms that determine the nature and
range of service provided”.

3.2 Belgian law
At the Belgian level, the provisions of the EU directive concerning the sharing of antenna
sites have been transposed in section III of the Act of 13 June 2005 on electronic
communications (Articles 25 to 27). Through these articles, the Belgian legislator strongly
encourages operators to share their antenna sites (mast, pylon, etc.) and even imposes on
them the requirement to inform their competitors during each installation of a new aerial in
order to allow them to consider sharing the facility.
However, this obligation only concerns the sharing of antenna sites (i.e. masts, pylons and
other buildings used to this end). There is no specific legislation dealing with the question of
more intensive infrastructure sharing, on the level of the antenna (RAN-sharing, etc.) or
more central elements of the mobile operators’ networks.

16

Paragraph (116), Judgement of the Court of First Instance (Fourth Chamber), 2 May 2006, in case T-328-03, O2
(Germany) GmbH & Co.OHG v Commission of the European Communities
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The 2G Royal Decrees17 provide, at article 2§1 respectively, that “The authorization covers the
implementation and the exploitation in Belgium of a mobile network and service using the GSM
standard in the 900 MHz band" [or] "the DCS-1800 standard in the 1800 MHz band".
The 3G Royal Decree18 lays down, in its article 2, §1er that “The authorization covers the
implementation of a land mobile telecommunications network of the third generation and the
exploitation of the offered corresponding services, by the 3G operator, to the public through the
intermediary of the network”. In the same Royal Decree (art. 1,7°) a network is defined as the
“whole of selector switches, controllers and base stations necessary to offer a mobile
telecommunication service”.
The 4G Royal Decree19 sets forth that "Usage rights cover the implementation of radioelectric
access systems over the entire national territory".
Nothing in these provisions requires the holder of the authorization to be the exclusive
owner of the network used to exploit the services or seems to prevent an operator to agree
with another on the buy-back/rent/any other formula contemplating the shared use of
antennas or other infrastructure elements.
Spectrum pooling, as can be envisaged in a GWCN configuration and whereby operators are
making a joint usage of one spectrum block, is not allowed under Belgian law. This can be
derived from the fact that the licence is a personal licence20; usage rights cannot be
transmitted to another party, except in the case of spectrum trading. Upon such trading, the
relevant usage rights are transferred to the new owner, who becomes responsible for all
regulatory obligations attached to such usage rights. Pooling would on the contrary imply
that usage rights are owned jointly by two (or more) operators. This would create a number
of practical problems and consequences that are incompatible with other provisions of
Belgium rules on spectrum licenses (e.g., who would pay the fees, who is responsible21 in
case of interference or radiation caps, etc.).
To conclude, infrastructure sharing, including RAN sharing, is permitted under Belgian law
provided that each operator remains the sole user of the frequencies allocated or transferred
to it.
BIPT does not give its opinion as to whether operators have to communicate their
agreements to the competition authorities.

17

18

19
20
21

Royal decree dated 7 March 1995 related to the implementation and exploitation of GSM networks; Royal decree
dated 27 October 1997 related to the implementation and exploitation of DCS-1800 networks
Royal decree dated 18 January 2001 setting forth the conditions and procedure for the grant of 3G mobile
telecommunications authorisations
Royal decree dated 22 December 2010 related to the radioelectric access in the 2500-2690 MHz band
See Articles 3§1 of the 2G Royal Decrees; Art. 18 §1 of the 3G Royal Decree; Article 35§1 of the 4G Royal Decree
See in particular Article 9 of the GSM Royal Decree and article 10 of the DCS-1800 Royal Decree which provide
that each operator is responsible for the usage of its network.
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4

Main operational impact and pros and cons of mobile infrastructure
sharing

In this section we summarise the impact of the use of different sharing configurations on
operators, as well as the pros and cons of mobile infrastructure sharing.

4.1 Main operational impacts
4.1.1 Geographical limitations
Mobile infrastructure sharing could technically be implemented on a national level. However,
in practice, operators have adopted RAN sharing in specific regions (where there is a clear
economic benefit). In addition, regulators may adopt specific conditions related to the
geographical extent of mobile infrastructure sharing such as:
•

•

encouraging mobile infrastructure sharing in specific areas of the country, such as areas
where there is no mobile coverage or where only one mobile operator covers this area, to
boost service availability and to increase competition
not allowing RAN sharing in specific areas, such as major cities, to avoid potential
competition distortion in densely populated areas.

In this context, some regulators in Europe have imposed certain restrictions on mobile
infrastructure sharing and national roaming related to geographical limitations. For example,
in Sweden, Hi3G Access and Telenor had in their licence conditions to achieve at least 30% of
population coverage with their own infrastructure before using other operator network to
extend their coverage.
In France, ARCEP has set guidelines in 2009 to identify areas where 3G RAN sharing should
be implemented. The main parameters that should be taken into account to identify these
areas are:
•
•
•
•

the current coverage and deployment of 3G networks for the different operators and the
roll-outs planned in the different areas
the current situation of the 2G network deployment in the different areas
the geographical extent and territorial coherence of the areas considered
the impact on the environment.

ARCEP considered that it is not necessary to impose an obligation of 3G RAN sharing for the
first 95% of the population, because 97% of the population is already covered by all French
operators with 2G technology.
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However, ARCEP would welcome favourably any RAN sharing initiative within geographical
areas for the first 95% of the population if this initiative were not to interfere with market
competitiveness.
4.1.2 Operational constraints
There are several technical and operational constraints that must be taken into account
when implementing sharing agreements. These constraints are summarised below.
•

Network governance is a key element in the success of mobile infrastructure sharing and
should be clearly defined in order not to generate operational difficulties during the
deployment and operation of the network .

•

Passive sharing requires the consideration of many technical and operational factors
such as load bearing capacity of towers, azimuth angle of different operators, tilt of the
antenna, height of the antenna, load bearing capacity of rooftop sites, the amount of
space to house additional equipment, and the number of antennas that can be placed in
urban sites.

•

RAN sharing may have a negative impact on quality of service due to the reduction of
signal strength when antennas are combined (although this does not apply to leading 3G
RAN sharing techniques).

•

MOCN and GWCN sharing configurations affect the independence of operators and
licence holders as they are sharing usage rights (i.e. spectrum) and have a common core
network, in the case of GWCN, which would not allow the operators to differentiate
services in terms of availability and network quality.

4.2 Pros and cons of RAN sharing
4.2.1 Pros of RAN sharing
The main pros of RAN sharing, summarised below, are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cost savings
acting as a viable alternative to mergers and acquisition (M&A) activity
rapid deployment and coverage, and service availability
consumer benefits
environmental benefits
spectral-efficiency benefits
better quality of service.

Cost savings

Mobile infrastructure sharing provides both opex and capex reductions
for mobile operators. These benefits can differ depending on the
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context :
•
•

joint venture new build – for example, two operators jointly rolling
out an LTE network, or
consolidation of two established networks – operators agree to
share a fraction of two existing networks.

Savings are more important in the case of a new build than for a
sharing/consolidation initiative, as operators expect to incur significant
capex on a new build.
The degree of savings depends on the depth of the sharing agreement
(see below).
No sharing
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Active
network
sharing

Active
network
sharing

Active
network
sharing
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sharing

Increased network sharing
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planning
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Joint planning

Joint planning

Joint planning
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Network sharing

Network sharing

Network sharing
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spectrum
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spectrum
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spectrum

Separate
spectrum

Shared
spectrum
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spectrum
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core network

Separate
core network

Separate
core network

Separate
core network

Separate
core network

Shared
core network

Increased cost savings

Figure 4.1:

Levels of network sharing [Source: Analysys Mason]

RAN sharing will also enable partners to consolidate their choice of
future network equipment design and possibly increase their
negotiating strength with vendors.
Viable alternative
to M&A activity

The cost of maintaining data networks may begin to erode operators’
profit margins and will eventually outstrip revenue. Operators will
increasingly rely on LTE technology, which is optimised to carry data at
a greatly reduced cost in comparison with legacy networks. LTE has the
benefit of improved spectral efficiency and a flat RAN architecture,
which reduces network carriage costs. However, building an LTE
network is a major investment, and some operators will only be able to
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afford it if they share the cost. In this case, LTE network sharing may be
a viable alternative to M&A activity or new build out. Deploying a new
LTE network offers operators the chance to plan a shared network
without falling into disputes over the value of existing assets, which has
happened with many non-greenfield network-sharing agreements.
Rapid deployment
and coverage, and
service availability

RAN sharing may accelerate the roll-out of new mobile networks,
providing coverage to rural areas in a shorter time than would be
expected were a single operator to roll out a network without a sharing
agreement. This approach will also accelerate the migration of users,
for example, from 2G to 3G, and so enable the early closure of 2G
networks.

Impact on
competition

Both passive and active sharing may benefit competition by offering
mobile services in areas where a service would otherwise not be
available.

Consumer benefits

Both passive and active sharing may benefit consumers by increasing
consumer choice and reducing the cost of services. Infrastructure
sharing may be a useful tool for stimulating mobile broadband
provision in areas that may otherwise be uneconomical to serve.

Environmental
benefits

Environmental concerns have become more prevalent in the past ten
years. Infrastructure sharing can contribute towards broader
environmental goals and mitigate citizen concerns over base station
radiation. Passive and active sharing can mitigate the visual impact of
mobile networks on the landscape by reducing the total number of
masts and towers. Sharing power supplies reduces energy
consumption, which helps support government and corporate policies
on reducing carbon emissions.

Spectral-efficiency
benefits

Spectrum pooling for MOCN and GWCN configurations or sharing of
backhaul microwave frequencies encourages the optimal use of spectral
resources, however spectrum pooling could seriously limit operators’
independence and would be contrary to the exclusive and personal
character of the licences.

Better quality of
service

Through combining their spectrum, partners are able to offer higher
LTE peak rates to consumers.

4.2.2 Cons of RAN sharing
The main cons of RAN sharing, summarised below, are:
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•
•
•
•

risks and costs associated to RAN sharing
reduction of investments
reduction of competition
impact on electromagnetic field emission limits.

Risks and costs
associated to RAN
sharing

All sharing agreements require an extensive period of planning. If the
agreement is related to the consolidation of an existing network, then
there is an expenditure of capital associated with this. The cost depends
on the degree of consolidation, which could entail significant removal
costs:
•
•
•

removal and storage of ground-based equipment from a site, and
termination and removal of electrical equipment
removal of antennas and feeders
removal of the tower and fencing, and tidying up the compound and
base area (for example, sites with associated parking or storage) in
order to fully reinstate the site.

As part of the consolidation process, the partners will re-plan the
network. They will inevitably need new sites, which will also entail
capex, and maintaining them will require opex.
Reduction of
investments

RAN sharing agreements should eventually lead to cost savings, thereby
reducing investment in networks. This could affect the level of activity
perceived by main suppliers and equipment vendors.

Impact on
competition

Very deep mobile infrastructure sharing configurations such as GWCN
and MOCN configurations, where spectrum pooling is allowed, could
decrease the level of competition as partners may not be able to
distinguish their services adequately because of similarities in their
network coverage and quality of service. This has been a major
consideration in the two Commission decisions on network
infrastructure referred previously in Section 3.
In its July 2003 decision in the case of T-Mobile/O2 Germany, the
Commission considered that since the co-operation would extend only
to basic network elements and permit the operators to maintain the
“minimum degree of independence required to allow independent control
of networks and services by the respective parties”, the site sharing
arrangements did not unduly restrict competition. T-Mobile and O2
would each “retain independent control of their core networks including
all intelligent parts of the network and the service platforms that
determine the nature and range of service provided The Parties also
retain independent control over their radio planning and the freedom to
add sites, including non-shared sites, in order to increase their network
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coverage and capacity, which appear to be the main competitive
parameters at network level, and which are likely to have an important
impact on the level of services competition”.
Impact on
electromagnetic
field emission
limits

Active and passive sharing could increase the electromagnetic field
emissions. This would create issues if official electromagnetic field
emissions limits would be exceeded (as operators would in this case not
be able to share networks unless the regulation is subject to a revision).
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5

Conclusions/Guidelines

In this section, we provide general guidelines on the different issues raised in this document. The
guidelines suggested by BIPT take into account the following objectives :
•
•
•
•

promoting the competitiveness of the market between the different actors
promoting the market development to the benefit of the end user
allowing actors to optimise their costs as long as competition is not biased and operators are
still technically and commercially independent
ensuring the respect of licence conditions (mainly regarding spectrum usage and coverage
obligations).

Overall, BIPT would like to emphasise that mobile infrastructure sharing in Belgium is allowed
and needs no further authorisation, as long as operators are still commercially and technically
independent, since a lack of independence could typically bias competition to the detriment of
end users.
BIPT’s views regarding the different forms of mobile infrastructure sharing are provided below.
Passive network
sharing

BIPT recognises that the shared use of wireless infrastructure can
contribute significantly to lowering roll-out and/or operating costs. In
particular, this would also drive and encourage a rapid and extensive
network build and earlier provision of wireless access in rural areas.
Therefore, in line with EU law principles, BIPT encourages passive
network sharing between operators as this sharing benefit to market
development and will not affect the independence of operators.

Basic RAN sharing

For similar reasons to those mentioned above, BIPT encourages basic RAN
sharing between operators.

MORAN

BIPT does not have any objection to the MORAN sharing configuration, as
long as operators follow the general recommendations, regarding the full
independence of operators

MOCN

BIPT does not support the use of the MOCN sharing configuration, as
operators share both the RNC and Node B and pool their spectrum, which
would typically limit the scope for service differentiation and competition
in the market.

GWCN

BIPT does not support the use of the GWCN sharing configuration, as
operators share parts of the core network in addition to the RAN. In
addition, operators either pool spectrum, or use the spectrum of one of the
sharing parties. This prevents physical or logical separation of the sharing
operators’ networks and, therefore, little differentiation is possible in
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terms of coverage and network quality, which limits competition in the
market.
Additional guidelines on the geographical and operational aspects of infrastructure sharing
are provided below.
Geographical
limitations

As long as BIPT’s main objectives and operators’ independence are
ensured, BIPT is not in favour of imposing geographical limitations for
RAN sharing. First, BIPT sees no concrete rationale to prevent sharing
in some specific geographical parts of Belgium (if operators’
independence is ensured and therefore level of competition not
impacted by such sharing). Second, defining criteria below which RAN
sharing would be prevented (and above which RAN sharing would be
allowed) appears extremely difficult and debatable. BIPT would rather
to leave it to the market and to market players to decide if and where it
is economically justified for them to share networks.

Operational
guidelines

BIPT suggests that the following aspects should be taken into account in
mobile infrastructure sharing agreements:
•

operators should independently control cell-level parameters in
order to minimise the effect of sharing on service, quality of service
and coverage differentiation

•

operators should ensure that they control the operation of Node Bs
and RNCs, so they can access them independently of the sharing
partner to undertake key actions (e.g. independent start up or shut
down, changes in power parameters, transmission power settings)

•

operators should use only the frequencies assigned to them (i.e.
spectrum pooling is prohibited)

•

operators should manage radio resources independently (e.g.
changes in data rates to implement various services for each
operator)

•

operators should not exchange competition-related data beyond the
technical information required for operation (e.g. customer data,
service parameters, traffic volumes)

•

operators should be able to operate different software versions in
the Node Bs and RNCs, and each operator should be able to update
its software independently of the sharing partner

•

operators should have a separate network operations centre (NOC)
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Framework
agreement

•

operators should have the ability to operate additional base stations
independently of the sharing arrangements (i.e. planning autonomy
guaranteed)

•

operators should not divide coverage areas in such a way that one
party in the agreement cannot also provide coverage in the sharing
area.

Prior to implementing a mobile infrastructure agreement, operators
should develop a framework agreement to be shared with BIPT. This
framework agreement should include at least:
•
•
•
•

•

the areas identified for RAN sharing (if the agreement does not
cover the whole Belgian territory)
the technical solutions that will be implemented
the governance mode that specifies the responsibilities of each
operator and the decision-making process
the type of information that will be shared between operators,
which should be limited to the minimum information needed for
sharing arrangements
the financial conditions related to sharing, which should be fair for
all operators.

This approach will permit BIPT to carry out a preliminary assessment
of the effects of the agreement on the market and to verify that planned
arrangements do not deprive operators of competitive autonomy.
It should be noted that any interconnection agreement, or any
agreement related to access should be communicated to BIPT in its
integrity.

